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Beyond activity level

Activity level measures amount of involvement, but not nature of involvement

For the latter, need activity spread
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Engagement features: predicting trajectories

Can the engagement measures be used to predict a blocked user’s future trajectory?

Methodology: use engagement measures as features to SVM
● Separate models for predicting departure and recidivism

Baselines: block reason, block duration

Also consider how long user has been active (“community age”)
● Basic measure of engagement
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All accuracies are computed via leave-one-out CV on balanced (paired) data
*s indicate significant (p < 0.05) improvement over best baseline in column

Departure Recidivism

Baseline: block reason 59.0 51.9
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User’s perspective: Perceived fairness

3 linguistic indicators of user’s perception of fairness in comments:

Apologizing (suggests user acknowledges fairness of block)
● e.g., “I am deeply sorry for not understanding the whole situation, and ask for your forgiveness.” 

Direct questioning (hostile; suggests user is fighting back)
● e.g., “So what policy, precisely have I violated?”

Explicit mentions of “unfairness” and related phrases
● e.g., “i have alerted another administrator about your blatent [sic] and unwarranted abuse of power”



Likelihood of recidivism is lower for users who apologize

User’s perspective: Perceived fairness
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Questions?
Code and data available via ConvoKit (convokit.cornell.edu)

http://convokit.cornell.edu/

